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NYS WIC Association
Student Loan Lottery Payment
···
This is the second year that the WIC Association of NYS will be
conducting a lottery to select Qualified Nutritionists to receive a
one-time payment of $2,000 toward their outstanding student
loans paid directly to their student loan provider.
We are offering this benefit to WIC Association member agencies.*
Applications must be postmarked no later than Friday, July 14,
2017. Selection of winners will be made randomly by lottery
drawing at the August 2017 WIC Association board meeting.
Please send an email to tlana@nyswica.org if you have not received
an application.
Winners must sign a media release agreement.

*Just one of the benefits of being a member of the WIC
Association
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NWA CORNER
Message from National WIC Association (NWA)

National WIC Association Monday Report Summary:
While details of the President’s final budget plan
remain uncertain, Third Way, an organization selfdescribed as “fresh-thinking,” on May 8, 2017, leaked
what appears to be numbers from the 2018 proposed
budget spreadsheet. If true, Trump’s budget would result
in significant hardships for many of the clients WIC
serves. Targeted for either significant cuts or zero funding
include: the Social Service Block Grant, a program that
works to impact health outcomes for children; substance
abuse and mental health programs; public housing
programs, and the Low Income Home Energy Assistance
Program.
On the Health Care Front, Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) found that more than 24 million more
people will be uninsured under the American Health Care
Act (AHCA) than under the Affordable Care Act (ACA);
however, for those most concerned about the deficit, the
CBO found that the deficit would be reduced by $300
billion over the next decade.

American Academy of Pediatrics’ Committee on
Nutrition (AAP) recently updated its recommendations
on fruit juice, stating that it “offers no nutritional benefit
to children under 1 year of age, and that it offers no
nutritional benefits over whole fruit for infants and
children.”
NWA invites local agencies to share a story or
media event that you would like to highlight. Send
information to mmulloy@nwica.org .
An upcoming NWA Recruitment and Retention Webinar
on June 22, 2017 @ 3:00 p.m. (Eastern Time), which will
provide an update on the status of the national
recruitment and retention campaign. All are invited
regardless of state’s participation.

Article submitted by: Helene Rosenhouse-Romeo,
Coordinator, William F. Ryan
Community Health Center WIC

BREASTFEEDING
A mother of three, was expecting twins. As an experienced breastfeeding mother of 3, she thought, “Breastfeeding twins? No
problem!” Planned C section, general anesthesia, and numerous blood transfusions later, babies were doing well…mom...not so
well. HELLP syndrome, ICU for mom and at day 3…no colostrum. Mom was away from her babies for 48 hours but pumped
faithfully every 4 hours. Two WIC employees came into her room, asked what her breastfeeding goal was, encouraged her to
continue trying to put babies to the breast, but left some formula checks for the twins. One of the women told her, “Stop by the
clinic if you need breastfeeding help or would like to borrow a hospital grade pump.”
Five days of pumping every 4 hours, frustrated with her body for not “working” …but day 7…discharge day…the sweetest drop of
colostrum dripped from one breast when she pumped. Two things popped in her mind. The first reaction was “YES!!!” Then
she looked over at her husband and said, “Let’s go to the WIC office before we go home.” Staff at the WIC clinic were so encouraging and gave her the self-confidence she lost when her body did not work how she wanted it to.
She continued to exclusively breastfeed the twins for 12 months, and went on to breastfeed until the twins were 21 months!! I’m
proud to say, this woman is ME…from participant, to peer counselor, to CPA. What we do matters. Our words may be the only
encouragement our participants hear all day. I am very thankful for the WIC program. The program has help me in so many
ways…and I am so happy that I can inspire moms, just as I have been and still am inspired.
“The greatest joy is nursing one’s baby. The second greatest is helping another woman to nurse hers.”
Unknown author of quote

Article submitted by: Tenisha Rivers-Hill, Nutritionist
Broome County WIC
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WIC VENDOR MANAGEMENT
New WIC Vendor Website
In April, the VMA launched a Statewide WIC vendor website. The website allows current and potential
WIC vendors to obtain the following information:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Detailed information explaining the requirements and process to become a WIC vendor.
Application and re-authorization material for downloading and printing.
A listing of the VMA’s and the geographic area which they are responsible for.
Documents such as Vendor Training Manuals, Electronic Reimbursement Forms, Replacement of
Vendor Stamp Form, Minimum Stock Requirements, Vendor Bulletins and WIC Acceptable Foods
Card.
Training Video for cashiers and bookkeepers.
A link to report complaints about participants or other vendors.
Links to USDA SNAP Office, NYS Workers Compensation Insurance, NYS Workers Disability
Insurance, NYS Department of Taxation and Finance, NYS Department of State, Division of
Corporations and NYS Department of Agriculture and Markets.

The website also provides a tool for WIC participants and local agency personnel to find WIC vendors
located closest to their home or work. This tool will allow searches by address and zip code. Users will
be able to identify exempt formula grocers, pharmacies, grocers with embedded pharmacies and
regular grocers. Finally, the tool allows users to obtain vendor telephone numbers and detailed
directions to the vendor’s location. The vendor database is updated on a weekly basis to ensure
accuracy.
The PHS VMA will be responsible for updating this website and future enhancements. The website
can be viewed at www.nyswicvendors.com
Article submitted by: Rudy Sicari, Vendor Management Downstate
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LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE
Federal Update: Is WIC Funding Threatened? Are WIC Participants Under Threat?
President Trump’s budget has been released at the end of May, which contains serious cuts to domestic
programs. However, it may take some time to assess the impact, if any, on the WIC program. The budget
must also be approved by both houses of Congress and there will inevitably be many changes before a final
budget becomes the law of the land. As soon as this information is available, we will post it on our website.
Meanwhile, the WIC caseload keeps declining across the country as well as in New York State. WIC
programs report a sharp drop particularly in areas with a high proportion of immigrants. Although WIC
regulations do not require applicants to provide information on their residency or immigration status, this
does not seem to alleviate the fears of undocumented immigrants who are concerned about being deported.
Their fears are not un-realistic, as indicated by this paragraph re-printed from the NWA Monday Morning
Report of May 15 (emphasis is ours):

“……., you may also be aware that the Vice President {Mike Pence}, then Governor of Indiana,
executed regulations as Governor, despite oppositional efforts by NWA, local WIC advocates, and FNS
that require immigrant and citizenship status verification to obtain WIC services in Indiana. This
presents a serious threat to WIC and especially vulnerable WIC moms and young children, given his
current role.”
We will keep you posted!

Note:

•

WIC IS NOT PUBLIC WELFARE, and the names of WIC participants are not reported to any
government agency in New York State. If you have participants who might need help or want
information, in New York City they can contact Action NYC, and for assistance in other areas of the
state, they can go to “Immigrationlawhelp.org” for a list of free legal sites.

Article submitted by: Agnes Molnar, Chair, Legislative Committee
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The New York State WIC Association held its 39th Annual Conference, in Rochester NY. The conference offered
opportunities to increase knowledge and strengthen skills while revitalizing attendee’s commitment in serving
WIC families in New York State. WIC Association Chairperson, Lauren Brand opened with an empowering and
informative introduction to the conference, “Building for the Future.” After welcoming attendees, Lauren
shared the WIC Association of New York State’s role which includes advocacy, collaboration with the regional
and central office representatives, quarterly newsletter, conference, and scholarships. She further encouraged
attendees to get involved by:
• educating families, friends and community members of program benefits
• attending regional WIC Association meetings
• visiting the National WIC Association website to maintain current on the
effects of the political landscape that affect the WIC program
• collecting and sharing positive WIC experiences with elected officials
• working with coalitions focused on WIC’s mission
• further participating on a state workgroup and/or joining a committee of
the WIC Association of NYS.
The conference presented (30) thirty breakout sessions with (18) eighteen speakers for the 351 confirmed
attendees, comprised of WIC staff, DOH Staff, USDA, advocates, consumers, exhibitors and our generous sponsors. Breakout sessions included a range of topics applicable for all WIC staff. Topics included WIC Program
Goals, Getting to Know the VMA, retention strategies for breastfeeding and children, nutrition related topics
useful for everyday counseling, the ever-anticipated “NYWIC/eWIC,” and much more! Feedback from conference evaluations are currently in review. The Conference Committee looks forward to reviewing attendee’s
comments/suggestions as they are actively seeking a location and date for next year’s 40th annual conference.
We hope you’ll join us!

Article submitted by: Corie Nadzan, Coordinator Westchester County DOH WIC
Lisa Fermin, Associate Director Elmhurst WIC
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MEET OUR BOARD MEMBERS

1st row: Alma Lou Brandiss, Corie Nadzan, Vijaya Jain, Gigi Cruz, Lauren Brand, Holly Green 2nd row: Carolyn
Niedzielski , Helene Rosenhouse-Romeo, Andrea Byrne, Mary Allison, Lisa Cogswell, Colleen Vokes, Megan Fulton,
Angel Carter, Victoria Prentice 3rd row: Sherry Wilson, Melissa Sacco, Cathryn Mizbani, Agnes Molnar, Rudy
Sicari, Sue Kowaleski, Cindy Walsh, Penny Bashford, Lisa Fermin Absent: Cindy Walton, Tenisha Rivers-Hill, Hiji
Bailey

Executive Committee

L to R: Corie Nadzan (Vice-Chair), Vijaya Jain (Secretary), Gigi Cruz (Treasurer), Lauren Brand (Chair)

BOARD COMMITTEES
Legislative/Public Policy Committee

Marketing/Membership

Consumer/Vendor Committee

Nutrition/Breastfeeding Committee

Conference Committee

Photos submitted by: Victoria Prentice, WIC Association

*Please think about joining our team!
We currently have Consumer openings available in the
MARO (2) and WESTERN (1)
Regions
Please contact:

Tammy Lana
Administrative Assistant
NYS WIC Association
284 Ellsworth Road
Palmyra, NY 14522
tlana@nyswica.org

A MESSAGE FROM THE NYS WIC ASSOCIATION CHAIR
By Lauren Brand
I want to take the time to thank those who attended the NYS WIC Association’s Annual Conference in Rochester,
May 21-25th. As you may know the conference is the Association’s main fundraiser. With the monies raised from
this conference we are able to send our WIC Advocates and Consumers to Washington DC to speak to our legislators
on behalf of the WIC Program and to provide scholarships awarded to Qualified Nutritionists to help pay off school
loans. I would also like to thank our conference committee for inviting a wide-range of exhibitors and for seeking out
thought-provoking speakers.
As was mentioned in my closing remarks at the conference, the Hyatt Regency Rochester offered $10,000 in
scholarship funding. Additional information regarding these scholarships will be available in the upcoming months.
I thoroughly enjoyed meeting and speaking with WIC staff from across the state while in Rochester. I am looking
forward to seeing many of you next year at the NYS WIC Association's 40th Annual Conference!
Have a Healthy Summer!

Lauren
“The future depends on what you do today.”
-Mahatma Gandhi

